Limiting current in a flowing-electrolyte-type droplet cell.
To the limit: Electrolyte flow accelerates the mass-transfer process in a droplet cell (see picture). The limiting current in the cell is expressed as a sum of hydrodynamic and stagnant terms. The current derived from the latter term indicates that convective mass transfer in the cell would be changed dramatically at a significantly small volumetric flow rate. Convective mass transfer in a flowing-electrolyte-type droplet cell (f-DC) is investigated for quantitative analysis of an electrode process and precise electrofabrication of microstructures using this device. The limiting current in the f-DC was expressed theoretically and its practical equation is investigated experimentally by cyclic voltammetry in solutions containing a redox mediator. The limiting-current equation in the f-DC derived experimentally could be expressed as a sum of hydrodynamic and stagnant terms. The current derived from the latter term of the f-DC is ten times larger than that in a conventional stagnant cell, thus indicating that the convective mass transfer in the cell would be changed dramatically at a small volumetric flow rate.